THE DIGNITY CANON
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Human dignity is not a freestanding constitutional right, but it is a strongly held constitutional value. To this point, however, human dignity has had no place in statutory interpretation. This Article argues that courts should create a dignity canon of interpretation, which would operate as a clear statement rule. If laws are to be construed to limit individual dignity, the legislature must expressly this plainly. By conducting re-dos of three Supreme Court cases in the areas of civil rights, criminal procedure, and personal health, the Article shows the promise of the dignity canon.
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INTRODUCTION

On the final day of the October 2014 Term, the United States Supreme Court issued its decision in Obergefell v. Hodges. This momentous decision, which enshrined into the Constitution an equal right to marry for homosexual and heterosexual couples, based its reasoning on a synergistic combination of the Equal Protection and Due Process Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment. However, as several scholars have noted, an even deeper value underlay the decision: human dignity.

Dignity is a notoriously slippery concept. It sounds in themes of equality, autonomy, and basic humanity. It connotes something both airily ephemeral and deeply visceral. Yet the Court seems quite comfortable invoking this vague idea in its opinions. The Obergefell decision was freighted with nods to dignity; it cast gay marriage bans as “condemn[ing] [homosexuals] to live in loneliness, excluded from one of civilization’s oldest institutions.” In its peroration, the Court said of the plaintiffs: “They ask for equal dignity in the eyes of the law. The Constitution grants them that right.”

2 Id. at 2604–05.
3 Id. at 2604.
5 See Hunter, supra note 4, at 109.
7 Obergefell, 135 S. Ct. at 2608.
8 Id.
A great many legal scholars have examined the concept of dignity as it appears in constitutional cases like Obergefell. Dignity has even received attention as it relates to administrative law. This Article asks a different question: should the courts incorporate dignity into their statutory interpretation jurisprudence? And if so, how? The judiciary, I argue, not only can include dignitary concerns in its statutory interpretation decisions; it should do so. The most efficient and effective way to do this is to develop a new rule of interpretation: the dignity canon. This Article explores the notion of human dignity and explains how it can be applied to legislative interpretation.

Part I examines the idea of human dignity in constitutional law. Though not a constitutional right in and of itself, dignity has long been a settled constitutional value. It has informed the interpretation of a wide range of constitutional issues, and its use has risen under the Roberts Court. Part I explores dignity’s status in constitutional law, provides a definition of dignity, and examines the wide domain in which dignity operates.

Part II argues that this strong tradition of dignity jurisprudence should extend to statutory cases, through the creation of a dignity canon of interpretation. Like many other constitutionally derived canons, this proposed dignity canon would act as a clear statement rule. The rule would require that a legislature speak clearly if it wishes to pass a provision that would diminish individuals’ intrinsic worth as human beings. Part II makes the case for this rule, and takes on several arguments against creating a new dignity canon.


10 See Bayefsky, supra note 6, at 1735–41.


Part III lays out how the dignity canon would operate in real-world situations. A clear statement rule in favor of dignity could have a significant effect on issues ranging from criminal justice and the death penalty, to discrimination, to health care and abortion rights. Part III reimagines three important Supreme Court cases—Romer v. Evans,13 Muscarello v. United States,14 and Harris v. McRae15—to show how replacing the Court’s reasoning with a dignity canon analysis would affect the outcome. Through these case studies, Part III shows that a dignity canon can be applied in a principled manner, and that it is not merely an ideological tool for those on either side of the aisle.

Finally, Part IV discusses an important limitation on the proposed dignity canon: the contested idea of dignity itself. The dignity canon, based as it is on the constitutional commitment to dignity, is subject to the same vicissitudes of ideology that roil constitutional law. One prominent example of this limitation is affirmative action. Those who view affirmative action as dignity-affirming would read statutes so as to limit restrictions on the practice; those who see the Constitution as color-blind, on the other hand, would interpret statutes so as to limit affirmative action itself. Part IV recognizes this problem, but argues that judges can prevent its importation into statutory cases by following the contours of these very constitutional contests. Even with this potential pitfall, the dignity canon has the potential to transform many areas of statutory law—and transform them for the better.

I. DIGNITY AS A CONSTITUTIONAL CONCEPT

The concept of dignity has an uncertain place in the constitutional firmament. It is not obvious from any particular provision of the Constitution that dignity plays a role in constitutional interpretation. Yet both courts and scholars have enmeshed the concept into their arguments, claiming that a concern for human dignity underlies certain constitutional rights—or even that “dignity is the motivating force behind the whole Constitution itself.”16 Indeed, Justice Potter Stewart said that “the essential dignity and worth of every human being” is “a concept at the root of any decent system of ordered liberty.”17 And Justice William Brennan described the Constitution as “a sublime oration on the dignity of man, a bold commitment by a people to the ideal of libertarian dignity protected through law.”18 Hyperbolic as some of these statements might appear,
they illustrate a broader truth: human dignity has become a foundational part of American constitutional jurisprudence.

This Part explores the controversy and the case law surrounding the Constitution’s protection of human dignity. Part I.A will lay out the debate over dignity’s legal status. As we will see, both Justices and scholars continue to contest the idea of human dignity and its proper scope in constitutional jurisprudence. However, dignity’s existence as a key constitutional value is now a matter of settled law. Part I.A will also provide a working definition of human dignity, one that is tethered both to common usage and longstanding constitutional doctrine. Part I.B will then examine the areas of law in which the Court has most robustly embraced a dignity interest: civil rights and discrimination, criminal law and procedure, and personal health and privacy. By scrutinizing dignity’s domain, we can see the three main ways in which the federal or state governments could unconstitutionally intrude on human dignity. In particular, we will see that legislatures may not pass statutes that (1) single out one group for worse treatment or lesser protection, (2) sanction treatment of individuals that fails to meet minimum adequacy standards, or (3) unduly limit individual autonomy.

A. Dignity’s Status

Over the past seven decades, Supreme Court opinions have advanced a steady—if at times “fragmented and undeveloped”—jurisprudence of human dignity.19 The concept of dignity entered the constitutional lexicon in the early days of the Republic.20 Since then, the Supreme Court has mentioned the word “dignity” in over 900 cases,21 referring to everything from “the dignity of the court,” 22 to “the dignity of the sovereign,”23 to “the dignity of records.”24 But it was in the 1940s, in the shadow of World War II and the horrors of the Holocaust, that the Court truly began to embrace individual human dignity in

---

19 BARAK, supra note 9, at 193, 206.
20 See Chisholm v. Georgia, 2 U.S. 419, 455 (1793) (Wilson, J.) (“A State; useful and valuable as the contrivance is, is the inferior contrivance of man; and from his native dignity derives all its acquired importance.”); see also Brown v. Walker, 161 U.S. 591, 632 (1896) (Field, J., dissenting) (“[B]oth the safeguard of the constitution and the common-law rule [against forced self-incrimination] spring alike from that sentiment of personal self-respect, liberty, independence, and dignity which has inhabited the breasts of English-speaking peoples for centuries.”).
constitutional interpretation. Justice Brennan was a particularly prolific proponent of human dignity as a constitutional value, invoking the concept in thirty-nine opinions during his tenure on the Court. Dignity has since remained a potent concept in constitutional interpretation: Justices Thurgood Marshall, Sandra Day O’Connor, and John Paul Stevens occasionally paid homage to dignity in their opinions, and Justice Anthony Kennedy has championed its use in a range of cases.

So where does dignity stand today? The first thing to note is that dignity is not a constitutional right. As Justice Clarence Thomas pointed out in his Obergefell dissent, “the Constitution contains no ‘dignity’ Clause.” The Court has never recognized a direct right to dignity. Yet it is just as clear that dignity is a constitutional value. As Justice Stephen Breyer puts it: “Values are the constitutional analogue of statutory purposes.” They are not in the text of the document, but they tell us why the text is there and what the text is meant to protect. And many parts of the Constitution, the Court has said, are meant to protect human dignity.

The Court has explicitly held that certain constitutional provisions, such as the Eighth Amendment, were designed as dignitary guarantees. More broadly, the Court has spoken of “the Constitution’s protection of human dignity,” acknowledging dignity as a fundamental value that is

---

25 Barak, supra note 9, at 193–94.
26 Henry, supra note 9, at 171.
30 For instance, Justice Kennedy wrote most of the recent decisions on homosexuality and the death penalty cited below. See infra notes 67–70. Anne Jelliff attributes Justice Kennedy’s use of dignity at least in part to his Catholicism. See Anne Jelliff, Catholic Values, Human Dignity, and the Moral Law in the United States Supreme Court: Justice Anthony Kennedy’s Approach to the Constitution, 76 ALB. L. REV. 335, 349 (2013).
32 Cf. id. at 2616 (Roberts, C.J., dissenting) (“Petitioners do not contend that their States’ marriage laws violate an enumerated constitutional right, such as the freedom of speech protected by the First Amendment. There is, after all, no ‘Companionship and Understanding’ or ‘Nobility and Dignity’ Clause in the Constitution.”).
33 See, e.g., Henry, supra note 9, at 181.
36 Id. (emphasis added); see id. at 2001.
infused throughout our governing document. As we will see in Part II.B, this more diffuse existence—living implicitly in many clauses rather than explicitly in one—means that dignity remains under-enforced in constitutional law. This is a classic situation in which courts tend to create and use policy-based canons of statutory interpretation.\footnote{See infra Part II.B.1.}

Several conservative Justices, particularly Clarence Thomas and Antonin Scalia, have resisted the ever-growing jurisprudence on dignity. These Justices have repeatedly questioned the Court’s very use of the term, as well as broader doctrines—such as the Eighth Amendment’s “evolving standards of decency” test—that are rooted in dignity.\footnote{See, e.g., Glossip v. Gross, 135 S. Ct. 2726, 2749 (2015) (Scalia, J., concurring); Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 983 (1992) (Rehnquist, J., dissenting) (calling the majority’s use of the words “dignity and autonomy” part of an empty “collection of adjectives”).} In \textit{Obergefell}, Justices Thomas and Scalia rejected the very idea of constitutionalized dignity.\footnote{Obergefell v. Hodges, 135 S. Ct. at 2639 (2015) (Thomas, J., dissenting).} To them, dignity is an innate human characteristic: “The government cannot bestow dignity, and it cannot take it away.”\footnote{Id.} Dignity is simply beyond the power of the legal system to protect or destroy. Some scholars have joined the Justices in their criticism.\footnote{See, e.g., Leon R. Kass, \textit{Death with Dignity and the Sanctity of Life}, in \textit{A TIME TO BE BORN AND A TIME TO DIE: THE ETHICS OF CHOICE} 117, 133 (Barry S. Kogan ed., 1991); Michael Rosen, \textit{Dignity: The Case Against}, in \textit{UNDERSTANDING HUMAN DIGNITY} 143, 146 (Christopher McCrudden ed., 2013); Jonathan Turley, \textit{The Trouble With the ‘Dignity’ of Same-Sex Marriage}, Wash. Post (July 2, 2015), https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/the-trouble-with-the-dignity-of-same-sex-marriage/2015/07/02/43bd8f70-1f4e-11e5-aeb9-a411a84e9d55_story.html; David Upham, \textit{Symposium: A Tremendous Defeat for “We the People” and Our Posterity}, SCOTUSBLOG (June 26, 2015, 4:26 PM), http://www.scotusblog.com/2015/06/symposium-a-tremendous-defeat-for-we-the-people-and-our-posterity.}

Yet even these Justices are willing to employ dignity when it suits them. For instance, Chief Justice Stephen Rehnquist and Justice Scalia joined the majority opinion in \textit{McCleskey v. Kemp}, in the course of which the Court reaffirmed that the Eighth Amendment is rooted in the “dignity of man.”\footnote{McCleskey v. Kemp, 481 U.S. 279, 300 (1987).} And Chief Justice John Roberts’ opinion in \textit{Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School District Number 1}, which Justices Scalia, Thomas, and Samuel Alito joined, said that the use of race in school assignment “demeans the dignity and worth of a person.”\footnote{551 U.S. 701, 746 (2007).} Even when they have opposed its use, the skeptics have been unable to convince the Court to abandon or confine its dignity jurisprudence. Indeed, dignity has not only been on the rise under the Roberts Court; it is also increasingly appearing in majority, as opposed to concurring or dissenting, opinions.\footnote{Henry, supra note 9, at 171–72.} As the next Section lays out in greater detail.

detail, dignity plays a broad—and extremely durable—role in constitutional doctrine.

While dignity’s status as a constitutional value is essentially settled, its basic meaning is less clear. On the face of it, human dignity is an exceptionally malleable concept. It has elements of both equality and adequacy of treatment. A violation of one’s dignity could consist of anything from humiliation, to a reduction of legal status, to the abstract idea of “being treated as a ‘mere means’ instead of an end in itself.” This pliability suggests that dignity’s meaning evolves. Indeed, Justice Aharon Barak claims that “dignity is a relative concept, dependent upon historical, cultural, religious, social and political contexts.”

But this does not mean that dignity is unusable in constitutional or statutory cases. In fact, dignity has maintained a relatively consistent meaning over at least the past century. For example, the 1933 edition of the Oxford English Dictionary defines “dignity” as “[t]he quality of being worthy or honorable; worthiness, worth, nobleness, excellence.” The 2002 edition of Webster’s Third defines it as “[t]he quality or state of being worthy; intrinsic worth.” A number of other dictionaries from the period in between give similar definitions. All of these dictionaries focus on the concept of inherent worth—the idea that we all possess some quantum of spirit as human beings that commands a certain degree of respect. The Court’s view echoes these dictionary definitions: protecting dignity requires the State to “treat its members with respect for their intrinsic worth as human beings.”

---

45 Bayefsky, supra note 6, at 1739.
46 Id.; see IMMANUEL KANT, GROUNDWORK OF THE METAPHYSICS OF MORALS (Mary Gregor ed. & trans., 1998) (1785) (“In the kingdom of ends everything has either a price or a dignity. What has a price can be replaced by something else as its equivalent; what on the other hand is raised above all price and therefore admits of no equivalent has a dignity.”).
47 Barak, supra note 9, at 6.
50 See, e.g., Dignity, THE AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE (3d ed. 1992) (“1. The quality or state of being worthy of esteem or respect. 2. Inherent nobility and worth.”); Dignity, FUNK & WAGNALLS STANDARD DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE: INTERNATIONAL EDITION (1963) (fourth definition) (“The state or quality of being excellent, worthy, or honorable.”); Dignity, WEBSTER’S NEW WORLD DICTIONARY OF THE AMERICAN LANGUAGE: ENCYCLOPEDIC EDITION (1951) (“1. worthiness; nobility, . . . 3. the degree of worth, repute, or honor.”).
This gets us closer to a working definition of human dignity, but the idea of preserving one’s intrinsic worth is not precise enough on its own to support a canon of statutory interpretation. This is where the Court’s case law comes into play. As we will see in the next Section, the Court has employed dignity in a wide range of cases; from these cases we can delineate three core principles that give dignity a more definite shape. First, the Equal Protection and Due Process Clauses evince a commitment to “equal dignity.”52 This means that a government cannot single out groups for special burdens or lesser protections, or provide individuals with significantly unequal rights. Second, dignity contains an element of adequacy. There is a certain minimum level of treatment that the state and federal governments must provide to all human beings, including to suspected criminals and prisoners.53 And third, the Court’s substantive due process jurisprudence adds a liberty component to dignity. A government cannot pass laws that significantly intrude on traditional areas of personal autonomy or otherwise impede people’s ability to make certain private decisions for themselves.54

These three principles make the otherwise vague concept of dignity more concrete. They also set needed limits on how courts could use dignity in statutory interpretation. I argue in Part II.B that dignity, like many other constitutional values, should enter statutory interpretation through the creation of a clear statement rule. Such rules require clear language in the text of a statute before courts will read it to intrude on important principles of judicial policy. A dignity clear statement rule, therefore, would provide a prophylactic that goes somewhat beyond the Constitution itself. However, it would not be able to go beyond the principles just articulated, unless the Court further broadens its constitutional dignity jurisprudence. Nor would it provide protection where the Court has explicitly ruled that the Constitution does not. For instance, one might assume that the concept of equal dignity would prevent states from providing more money to students in wealthy suburban school districts than to poor urban ones. But in San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez, the Court ruled that the Constitution does not provide a right to education, and that it does not require equality of school funding on the basis of community wealth.55 Courts might still interpret statutes to provide a minimum, adequate level of education;56 but courts could not read ambiguous laws to require equality of funding. These limitations

52 See infra notes 61–73 and accompanying text.
53 See infra notes 74–94 and accompanying text.
54 See infra notes 95–106 and accompanying text.
56 See id. at 36.
will keep in check what could otherwise be a worryingly expansive concept.

Finally, it should be noted that the constitutional dignity value directly enhances individual liberty, sometimes in unexpected ways. As we will see from the case studies in Part III, transferring dignity into the statutory realm does not necessarily serve a particular political agenda. The Court’s dignity jurisprudence often expands individual rights in a traditionally “progressive” way, but civil liberties are not inherently liberal as a political matter. The Roberts Court’s First Amendment jurisprudence, for example, has embraced a form of “conservative libertarianism,” even as it invokes “individual dignity” to justify loosening restrictions on speech. Dignity means that we all have intrinsic worth, which the government cannot constitutionally deny or abridge. This is, one would hope, a nonpartisan idea.

B. Dignity’s Domain

As noted in the previous Section, the Court has not confined dignity to one particular constitutional provision, or to a single line of doctrine. To the contrary: dignity has played a role in a number of disparate areas of law. One scholar has determined that the Court has invoked dignity in relation to nine of the twenty-seven amendments to the Constitution. This Section focuses on three areas: civil rights, criminal procedure, and personal health. These are the fields in which dignity jurisprudence is the most developed—and they will form the basis for the case studies in Part III.

On the civil rights front, the Court has found dignity lurking in a broad array of doctrines. It has declared that employing peremptory strikes on the basis of gender violates the dignity of the excluded jurors, and that classifying individuals by race “is inconsistent with the dignity of individuals in our society.” It has said that robust First Amendment debate protects the “individual dignity and choice upon


60 Henry, supra note 9, at 173.

61 See J.E.B. v. Alabama ex rel. T.B., 511 U.S. 127, 142 (1994); id. at 153 (Kennedy, J., concurring in the judgment).

62 Parents Involved in Community Schs. v. Seattle Sch. Dist. No. 1, 551 U.S. 701, 797 (2007) (Kennedy, J., concurring in part and concurring in the judgment); see id. at 746 (plurality opinion); Rice v. Cayetano, 528 U.S. 495, 517 (2000).
which our political system rests,”63 and that the fundamental nature of the right to vote manifests itself in “the equal dignity owed to each voter.”64 Justices have found that everything from free exercise of religion65 to the Americans With Disabilities Act66 enhances human dignity.

Within the field of civil rights, the Court has most consistently invoked dignity in its series of decisions on gay rights. These cases—beginning with Lawrence v. Texas67 and continuing with United States v. Windsor68 and Obergefell v. Hodges69—recognized the dignity of gay people as individuals, and the dignity that inheres in romantic and sexual relationships regardless of sexual orientation.70 Both Windsor and Obergefell seem to focus as much on the dignity of marriage itself as on the dignity of the actual plaintiffs who sought marital recognition.71 Whether future gay rights decisions will focus as much on dignity when something other than marriage is at stake, therefore, remains to be seen.72 But the sexual orientation cases recognize as part of due process liberty “certain personal choices central to individual dignity and autonomy, including intimate choices that define personal identity and beliefs.”73 Taken as a whole, the Court’s civil rights cases view dignity in two ways: first, it protects people’s ability to determine their own place in the world; and second, it requires that government recognize the individual

---

63 McCutcheon v. FEC, 134 S. Ct. 1434, 1448 (2014) (plurality opinion) (quoting Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15, 24 (1971)); see also Schuette v. Coalition to Defend Affirmative Action, 134 S. Ct. 1623, 1636–37 (2014) (stating that America’s history of racial inequality “demands that we continue to learn, to listen, and to remain open to new approaches if we are to aspire always to a constitutional order in which all persons are treated with fairness and equal dignity”).
68 133 S. Ct. 2675 (2013).
70 See id. at 2597, 2599; Windsor, 133 S. Ct. at 2692; Lawrence, 539 U.S. at 567. Unsurprisingly, Justice Kennedy wrote each of these opinions. Justice Kennedy’s one previous sexual orientation opinion rested mainly on political process doctrine and did not mention the dignity concept. See Romer v. Evans, 517 U.S. 620, 633 (1996) (“A law declaring that in general it shall be more difficult for one group of citizens than for all others to seek aid from the government is itself a denial of equal protection of the laws in the most literal sense.”).
71 See Obergefell, 135 S. Ct. at 2594 (“The lifelong union of a man and a woman always has promised nobility and dignity to all persons, without regard to their station in life.”); Windsor, 133 S. Ct. at 2692 (“Here the State’s decision to give this class of persons the right to marry conferred upon them a dignity and status of immense import.”).
72 See, e.g., Masterpiece Cakeshop, Ltd. v. Colo. Civil Rights Comm’n, No. 16-111 (U.S. argued Dec. 5, 2017) (asking whether a state law that prevents a cake maker from refusing to serve customers on the basis of sexual orientation violates the cake maker’s free speech and free exercise rights). Lawrence seems to provide at least some measure of comfort on this score. See 539 U.S. at 567, 575.
73 Obergefell, 135 S. Ct. at 2597.
worth of each person, which means that everyone must, at least to a certain extent, be treated equally.

In addition to civil rights, the Court has infused dignity into nearly every step of the criminal justice system. First, it views arbitrary searches and seizures as violating the dignity of those the government targets.\(^\text{74}\)

Indeed, the Court has said that “[t]he overriding function of the Fourth Amendment is to protect personal privacy and dignity against unwarranted intrusion by the State.”\(^\text{75}\) Physically or visually invasive searches—such as blood tests or strip searches—are viewed as particularly offensive to dignity, just as they are particularly harmful to personal privacy.\(^\text{76}\)

Second, coercive police interrogation environments are seen as “destructive of human dignity.”\(^\text{77}\) In the Court’s view, the Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination helps safeguard defendants’ dignity, by protecting their ability to remain silent in the face of hostile accusation.\(^\text{78}\)

This dignitary interest undergirds the \textit{Miranda} warning requirement for custodial interrogations.\(^\text{79}\)

Third, the Court has determined that the Sixth Amendment right to appear \textit{pro se} “exists to affirm the accused’s individual dignity and autonomy.”\(^\text{80}\) Thus, on the one hand, states can prevent those without the mental capacity to defend themselves from appearing \textit{pro se}; this is seen as protecting individuals’ dignity, because it prevents public humiliation.\(^\text{81}\) On the other hand, the Court has warned, stand-by attorneys appointed to aid \textit{pro se} defendants must not “destroy the jury’s perception that the defendant is representing himself.”\(^\text{82}\) This would be as harmful to the defendant’s self-worth as would be the humiliation of a deficient \textit{pro se} defense.

Fourth, the interest in human dignity places limits on the sorts of punishments that government may impose on criminals. As with the Fourth Amendment, the Court has said that “[t]he basic concept underlying the Eighth Amendment is nothing less than the dignity of man.”\(^\text{83}\)

The open-ended content of the dignity value, as well as the vague language of the Eighth Amendment itself, led directly to the Court’s “evolv-


\(^{78}\) \textit{Id.} at 460.

\(^{79}\) \textit{Id.}


\(^{82}\) \textit{McKaskle}, 465 U.S. at 178.

\(^{83}\) \textit{Trop v. Dulles}, 356 U.S. 86, 100 (1958) (plurality opinion).
ing standards of decency” doctrine for cruel and unusual punishment claims.\textsuperscript{84}

And fifth, dignity infuses even the post-conviction prison environment. The Court has determined that certain forms of treatment violate prisoners’ Fifth and Eighth Amendment rights, because “[p]risoners retain the essence of human dignity inherent in all persons.”\textsuperscript{85} Prison overcrowding, for instance, is unconstitutional for this reason.\textsuperscript{86}

As all of this shows, the desire to protect human dignity has permeated the Court’s criminal procedure jurisprudence. But nowhere has the concept of dignity been more powerfully or consistently invoked than in death penalty cases. Justice Brennan’s concurrence in \textit{Furman v. Georgia}—the case that (for four years) outlawed the death penalty—provides a detailed argument connecting the Eighth Amendment to human dignity.\textsuperscript{87} As Justice Brennan put it: “The State, even as it punishes, must treat its members with respect for their intrinsic worth as human beings. A punishment is ‘cruel and unusual,’ therefore, if it does not comport with human dignity.”\textsuperscript{88} Examining the death penalty under a four-factor test, Justice Brennan concluded that “the deliberate extinguishment of human life by the State is uniquely degrading to human dignity.”\textsuperscript{89}

This framing has since set the terms for the death penalty debate. When the Court reinstated the death penalty in 1976, the plurality defended the desire for retribution as not “inconsistent with our respect for the dignity of men,”\textsuperscript{90} while the dissenters couched their responses in the same dignity-laced language.\textsuperscript{91} More recently, the Court, led by Justice Kennedy, has begun cutting back on the categories of crimes or defend-

\textsuperscript{84} Id. at 100–01; see Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 102 (1976) (quoting \textit{Trop}, 356 U.S. at 101).

\textsuperscript{85} \textit{Brown v. Plata}, 131 S. Ct. 1910, 1928 (2011) (“A prison that deprives prisoners of basic sustenance, including adequate medical care, is incompatible with the concept of human dignity and has no place in civilized society.”). Justices have invoked dignity in other opinions seeking to regulate prison conditions, though their views did not carry the day. See, e.g., \textit{Bell v. Wolfish}, 441 U.S. 520, 576–77 (1979) (Marshall, J., dissenting) (body-cavity searches of pretrial detainees); \textit{id.} at 595 (Stevens, J., dissenting) (prohibition on receipt of books or packages, searches of prisoners’ possessions out of their presence, and body-cavity searches); \textit{Meachum v. Fano}, 427 U.S. 215, 232 (1976) (Stevens, J., dissenting) (transfers to prisons with worse conditions without a hearing).

\textsuperscript{86} \textit{Plata}, 131 S. Ct. at 1928.

\textsuperscript{87} \textit{Furman v. Georgia}, 408 U.S. 238, 270–305 (1972) (Brennan, J., concurring).

\textsuperscript{88} Id. at 270.

\textsuperscript{89} Id. at 291; see \textit{id.} at 305 (“When examined by the principles applicable under the Cruel and Unusual Punishments Clause, death stands condemned as fatally offensive to human dignity.”).

\textsuperscript{90} \textit{Gregg v. Georgia}, 428 U.S. 153, 183 (1976) (plurality opinion) (joint opinion of Stewart, Powell, & Stevens, JJ.).

\textsuperscript{91} Id. at 229–30 (Brennan, J., dissenting); \textit{id.} at 240–41 (Marshall, J., dissenting).
ants with which the death penalty can be associated.\textsuperscript{92} Some of the Court’s loftiest language on dignity comes from these opinions. \textit{Roper v. Simmons} declared it a “duty of the government to respect the dignity of all persons,” and elevated the preservation of dignity to the same level of constitutional importance as federalism and the separation of powers.\textsuperscript{93} And, in \textit{Hall v. Florida}, the Court declared that “[t]he Eighth Amendment’s protection of dignity reflects the Nation we have been, the Nation we are, and the Nation we aspire to be.”\textsuperscript{94} These sentiments affirm how foundational the concept of dignity is to constitutional law, even if it does not represent a freestanding right. And, more generally, the Court’s criminal procedure jurisprudence shows that dignity guarantees a minimum \textit{adequacy} of treatment: even notorious criminals deserve basic rights.

Finally, the Court has recognized a dignity interest in making certain decisions about one’s personal health and other, similarly private matters. These cases usually arise under the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.\textsuperscript{95} In decisions dealing with abortion, euthanasia,\textsuperscript{96} and even gun rights,\textsuperscript{98} Justices have described dignity (often paired with the word “autonomy”) as “central to the liberty protected by the Fourteenth Amendment.”\textsuperscript{99} Just as this interest protects certain sexual and romantic relationship choices, so too does it guarantee the right to make certain personal health decisions. Chief among these is the right to terminate a pregnancy. In \textit{Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Casey}, the Court declared that the right to choose an abortion is “central to personal dignity and autonomy.”\textsuperscript{100} However, the Court has also recognized a countervailing interest in protecting the dignity of the fetal life, at least in the situation of late-term abortion.\textsuperscript{101}
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This (somewhat) ambivalent treatment of abortion is (somewhat) similar to the Court’s treatment of the right to die. In *Cruzan v. Director, Missouri Department of Health*, the Court upheld a state law requiring clear and convincing evidence of the patient’s wishes before allowing surrogate decision-makers to withdraw artificial feeding tubes.\textsuperscript{102} However, the entire Court found that patients have a due process right to refuse unwanted medical treatment—a right based on “the patient’s liberty, dignity, and freedom to determine the course of her own treatment.”\textsuperscript{103} Seven years later, in *Washington v. Glucksberg*, the Court found that this element of personal autonomy did not prevent states from banning assisted suicide.\textsuperscript{104} Still, several Justices thought that the right to assisted suicide could be reformulated as the “right to die with dignity,”\textsuperscript{105} and that in some cases this interest could be deemed fundamental.\textsuperscript{106} These advances, though halting, did expand the reach of the dignity interest into the realm of end-of-life care.

These are but some of the ways in which dignity has found its way into constitutional law. This discussion matters to the statutory interpretation analysis to follow for three reasons. First, it shows that, while dignity is not a freestanding constitutional right, it is a fundamental constitutional value. Indeed, as we have seen, respect for human dignity is one of the motivating principles behind the Fourth and Eighth Amendments, as well as the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. That dignity is so deeply woven into America’s legal fabric helps to legitimate its use in statutory interpretation. Second, dignity’s grounding in constitutional law provides some direction as to the manner in which it may enter the statutory landscape. As we will see, constitutional values are usually imported into statutory interpretation through clear statement rules, presumptions that require explicit effort on the part of legislatures.
to rebut. And third, this discussion illustrates the sheer number of areas in which dignity plays a strong role. Litigants and advocates are already coming to recognize dignity as an important legal value—one that may expand the rights of the downtrodden and disliked. A dignity canon could tame a wide variety of harsh laws, and go at least some way toward advancing American society.

II. DIGNITY AS A CANON OF STATUTORY INTERPRETATION

As the previous Part made clear, human dignity plays a strong role in constitutional law. But it is quite another thing to import dignity into the context of statutory interpretation. This Part will address the why and the how. Part II.A will lay out the case for a dignity canon of statutory interpretation, and refute several objections to creating such a canon. As with other substantive canons, the dignity canon is based on a particular vision of how courts interact with legislatures. The canon displays respect for the legislative branch, by assuming that it would not wish to intrude on constitutionally protected dignity values. At the same time, by focusing on specifics that a legislature likely did not contemplate, the dignity canon would both increase legislative awareness of the problem at issue and nudge the legislators toward a more dignity-friendly legal code. And it would do all this without the indignity of striking laws down.

Part II.B will then connect the dignity canon back to dignity’s place as a constitutional value, asserting that this constitutional background suggests a specific form of canon: the clear statement rule. Dignity, like other diffuse constitutional values, is under-enforced in constitutional law; clear statement rules provide an alternative avenue for policing legislatures. A clear statement rule would also operate as a preference-elicit- ing mechanism, forcing legislators to grapple with the dignitary implications of the bills they debate and to consciously determine that other factors outweigh such concerns. It would also stand alone among clear statement rules as a protector of individual rather than structural rights.

A. Should There Be a Dignity Canon?

Below the 30,000-foot-level battles of statutory interpretation theory lie the “more specific doctrines of statutory interpretation,” known as the canons. These are judicially-created rules of thumb about how one
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should interpret a statute, and are based on everything from linguistics to common law to constitutional theory. Judges may use one, or several, of these canons to parse a piece of text. There are three types of canons: *textual canons*, which infer meaning based on word choice, syntax, and the relationship of one set of words with other phrases in a statute;109 *substantive canons*, which are presumptions about how statutes should behave, based on constitutional values and broader policy considerations;110 and *extrinsic canons*, which lay out when and how judges should use sources from outside the statute itself,111 such as precedent, legislative history, and agency interpretations.112 Glancing at these options, it is clear that the dignity canon would fall within the set of substantive canons. Like many of the other substantive canons, the dignity canon would be based on constitutional values. It would reflect broad policy considerations, rather than grammar or extrinsic sources of meaning.

Before delving any further than this into the exact contours of the dignity canon, however, it is best to pause and ask a threshold question: should courts canonize dignity at all? This Section will lay out the main argument in favor of creating a dignity canon of interpretation, as well as two ancillary arguments. It will then respond to a number of counterarguments. Ultimately, this Section determines that dignity has as much of a place in statutory interpretation as it does in constitutional law. Indeed, in the next Section we will see that it deserves somewhat more of a place in statutory jurisprudence.

1. Arguments in Favor

There are three arguments in favor of creating a dignity canon of interpretation. The first is the main argument; the second and third are more minor. In Part II.B, where we consider the form that the dignity canon would take, we will find additional strong arguments, not only for making the dignity canon a clear statement rule, but also for creating a dignity canon in the first place.

   a. The Idealized Drafting View of Statutory Interpretation

   Substantive canons are not normally based on the empirical realities of how legislatures draft laws.113 Congress’s awareness of these canons
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is mixed at best. Instead, “[t]hey represent value choices by the Court.” But the case for the dignity canon elides this distinction. The dignity canon is based on a certain view of the work that substantive canons do, or at least should be doing. In this telling, substantive canons are based on a normative vision, or an idealized view, of how legislatures would draft if they could devote the requisite attention to the issue at hand. They assume that legislatures do not want to infringe on important constitutional values. Not all substantive canons actually work this way; some are pure common-law policy judgments, like the rule that bankruptcy laws should be construed in favor of the debtor. But the dignity canon would work this way—and it would push legislatures toward more liberty-protecting laws.

There is some evidence to suggest that reading statutes to comport with human dignity would conform with drafters’ expectations. Abbe Gluck and Lisa Bressman conducted a thorough survey of congressional drafters to determine their knowledge and use of different canons of interpretation. As the dignity canon would attempt to enforce constitutional values, Gluck and Bressman’s findings on the constitutional avoidance canon provide some guidance as to how the dignity canon would likely fare with drafters. It turns out that, while drafters do not know the constitutional avoidance canon by name, they have internalized the idea that they should write legislation to minimize potential constitutional issues. This suggests that drafters would want to avoid a subset of these constitutional concerns by making their laws conform to settled standards of human dignity.

While the empirics provide some support for a dignity canon, such a descriptive theory is not, on its own, the strongest reason to create the canon. One does not have to show evidence that legislatures actively consider constitutionality when drafting legislation; one only has to make the benign assumption that legislatures would rather avoid constitutional concerns than have their laws struck down. Certainly, this would be in a legislature’s self-interest: more of their statutes would remain on the books, essentially intact. But for the judiciary to make this assumption is also to display respect for a coequal branch of government. “Congress, like [the courts], is bound by and swears an oath to uphold the Constitution. The courts [should] therefore not lightly assume that Congress in-

116 See Gluck & Bressman, supra note 114, at 940.
117 Id. at 905–06.
118 Id. at 948.
tended to infringe constitutionally protected liberties or usurp power constitutionally forbidden it.” This is at once a matter of judicial refereeing and a display of deference to the legislature’s assumed desire to follow the Constitution.

Thus, the dignity canon is based on a vision of statutory interpretation that combines attention to the realities of legislative drafting with a commitment to higher legal authority. In other words, the canons are about both what is and what should be. As Guido Calabresi argues, statutes will often emerge from the legislative process with less than complete clarity, as a means of ensuring majority approval. This being the case, “the choice among such readings can ‘honestly’ be made to further other appropriate functions of the law as determined by courts guided by traditional principles of adjudication.” Perhaps the most important of these functions is to avoid offending constitutional norms—especially those norms, like dignity, that appear as constitutional values rather than as concrete constitutional rights. As we will see in more detail in the next Section, dignity is diffused throughout the Constitution rather than tethered to one provision. This makes it less likely both that the courts will adequately enforce it and that legislatures will pay sufficient attention to it when drafting. A dignity canon would help “‘majoritarian’ bodies to face up to whether they really want to limit” what, like the right to privacy, could be seen as part of “the penumbra of constitutional guarantees.”

We can also view the dignity canon as a tool to push legislatures toward a more perfect legal code. Ronald Dworkin’s “law as integrity” theory exemplifies this vision, as does Justice Breyer’s pragmatic purposivism. These theories view courts as partners with the legislative drafters. Judges must therefore do their part to make a statute the best version of itself that it can be, within the parameters of what the legislature has written.
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On a practical level, this means that courts have to do a little bit of what we traditionally think of as common-law judging, even in the context of interpreting statutes. Of course, they should in no way ignore or subvert the legislature’s clear intent, as expressed in the law itself. But when that intent is less than clear, courts must, to a certain extent, use their own judgment. Contrary to Dworkin’s idealized judicial Hercules, real judges cannot plumb the depths of human thought and wisdom to determine the single best answer to this question in each case. But they do have the expertise, and the constitutional mandate, to complete a narrower task: determining how to read a particular statutory provision within the broader fabric of our legal system.

What has this to do with the dignity canon? It has everything to do with the dignity canon. One does not have to buy into Dworkin or pragmatist theory to see that judges must sometimes balance legal principles and policies when interpreting ambiguous statutory text. The substantive canons do this by bringing to bear “the interpretive conventions that [a legislature] is obligated to consider when drafting legislation”—even if the legislature did not in fact consider them in a particular case. Constitutional commands are at the top of this list. And, as we have seen, dignity is one of the most deeply rooted and trans-substantive values in our constitutional system. Yet there is currently no mechanism by which dignity can be properly considered in statutory interpretation cases. The constitutional avoidance canon might provide protection, but it tends to hone in on potential violations of concrete constitutional rights. Dignity, by contrast, is a constitutional value that lives in many provisions without finding a distinct textual home in any one of them. Thus, when courts try to determine “which combination of which principles and policies” best gives effect to a statutory provision, dignity is left on the sidelines. By including it in the judicial calculus, courts can reach better-considered interpretations of statutes, and can push legislatures to consider dignity-based harms directly when drafting and debating bills.

Dignity also deserves a place in the statutory interpretation sphere so that we need not rely solely on constitutional cases to enforce it. The
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work of Jeremy Waldron perhaps best illustrates this advantage. Waldron argues that legislatures, because they are democratically elected and generally representative of the public, embody “the wisdom of the multitude of the citizen body considered as a collective.” This wisdom, Waldron asserts, outshines that of any smaller, unelected group of elites—including the judiciary. At first glance, this looks like an argument against the creation of a dignity canon. After all, one could argue, mucking about with the statutes that a legislature passed impugns the dignity of the decision the people made through their elected representatives. But this dignity interest is a derivative one. The legislature is a step removed from the people themselves; when comparing the dignity of a piece of legislation to the dignity of the actual human beings harmed by it, the latter wins out.

More importantly, however, the dignity canon would actually serve the legislature-centric view that scholars like Waldron seek to promote. To understand this counterintuitive claim, one must consider the dignity canon not in isolation but rather in combination with the power of judicial review. Some scholars believe that judicial review of legislation for constitutional defects is “politically illegitimate”; in their estimation, judicial review privileges “majority voting among a small number of unelected and unaccountable judges,” and thereby “disenfranchises ordinary citizens and brushes aside cherished principles of representation and political equality in the final resolution of issues about rights.” Dissenting Justices have made the same argument in a number of recent dignity-laced constitutional cases, including on gay marriage, the death penalty, and voting rights. Any time a court strikes down legislation on constitutional grounds—including as a violation of constitutional dignity values—it substitutes its own judgment for the people’s.

This does not mean, as these scholars and judges assert, that judicial review is illegitimate. However, the basic point—and it is an important one—is that our legal system must strike some sort of balance between the legislature’s judgment and the courts’. Creating a dignity canon of statutory interpretation would provide this balance in an area where there currently is none. As Waldron himself recognizes, “[i]t may not always
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be easy for legislators to see what issues of rights are embedded in a legislative proposal brought before them; it may not always be easy for them to envisage what issues of rights might arise from its subsequent application. By reading ambiguous text not to infringe on rights to dignity, the dignity canon would illuminate for the legislature the potential constitutional pitfalls of the statutory language it chose. This would give that legislature a chance to confront the issue, eyes open, and determine whether it favors other values over the potential for harm to dignity. The dignity canon would thus lead the legislative branch toward a more rights-conscious practice of statutory drafting, while encouraging greater deliberation.

This latter point is as important as the former. The theory behind legislative supremacy depends in part on “the existence of orderly discussion,” centered around “an agreed text.” If the text is not clear as to whether it authorizes certain conduct, and that conduct could infringe on dignity interests, the legislature cannot properly determine whether it in fact wants to accept the cost of such infringements. The dignity canon is based on the assumption that, all things considered, a legislature would prefer not to do so. “The canon is thus a means of giving effect to [legislative] intent, not of subverting it.” But, if a legislature did want to authorize the conduct at issue, the dignity canon—unlike a constitutional decision—would not stand in the way. The legislature could simply clarify the statute to cover that conduct, now fully aware of the risk that the law might be (though would not necessarily be) subject to constitutional challenge. As we will see below, there are downsides to this sort of interpretation-as-constitutional-avoidance method, but the positives outweigh the negatives.

The dignity canon, then, would serve a double purpose: it would be a valuable guarantor of rights at the statutory level, and it would also serve as a warning signal for legislatures—one that does not come with the indignity of constitutional invalidation.

b. The Expressive Function of a Dignity Canon

The vision of statutory interpretation outlined above provides the main theoretical justification for creating a dignity canon. However, it is not the only one. The canonization of human dignity would also have an expressive function: it would tell legislatures that the courts care about whether their laws affirm or deny dignity, and would tell individuals that courts will help guard their dignity at the statutory as well as the consti-
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tutional level. This provides a benefit beyond that of the preference-guiding and preference-eliciting mechanisms just discussed. Many laws serve an expressive purpose,143 and “[m]any people support law because of the statements made by law.”144

For instance, some commentators have disparaged Justice Kennedy’s Obergefell opinion for its lofty language and its alleged doctrinal muddle.145 Its actual holding could be seen as narrow,146 even conservative.147 Yet, for the LGBTQ community, the decision had immense expressive impact. Among other things, the opinion sent a message that “LGBT[Q] people have innate dignity that should be recognized and protected by force of law,” and that “failure to do so results in impermissible harm.”148 Likewise, attitudes on the death penalty are often driven more by the values projected by maintaining or eliminating that punishment than by the legal or policy arguments for or against it.149 A dignity canon would not be able to fulfill this expressive purpose as well as a direct constitutional right to dignity might, as it would be less salient to the public. But it could still help develop a norm of equal and adequate respect for individuals, which would in turn change behavior.150

c. The Dignity Canon Would Be Unremarkable

Finally, a dignity canon would be in keeping with dignity’s spread across the legal landscape, and with the already-expanding range of substantive canons. As we saw in Part I, the Court has read a dignity value into various provisions of the Constitution. Dignity has also made its way
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into the administrative state: in 2012, the Obama Administration passed an executive order permitting agencies to take account of human dignity when conducting cost-benefit analyses of the rules they seek to promulgate.\footnote{Exec. Order No. 13,563, 3 C.F.R. 215, 216 (2012); see Bayefsky, \textit{supra} note 6, at 1736–37 (arguing that agencies should include dignity in cost-benefit analyses, but should not attempt to monetize the dignitary benefits or harms).} Adding dignity to statutory interpretation would not be a radical innovation, but rather just another step along this existing path.

Nor is it radical to create new substantive canons. The Court does so itself,\footnote{See, e.g., FDA v. Brown \& Williamson Tobacco Corp., 529 U.S. 120, 159–61 (2000) (major questions rule); Gregory v. Ashcroft, 501 U.S. 452, 470 (1991) (federalism “plain statement rule”).} and academics likewise have sought to swell the ranks.\footnote{See, e.g., Richard L. Hasen, \textit{The Democracy Canon}, 62 STAN. L. REV. 69, 105 (2009) (arguing that federal courts should employ the Democracy Canon).} Indeed, substantive canons are already in heavy use. There are over one hundred substantive canons in existence between the federal and state court systems.\footnote{Gluck \& Bressman, \textit{supra} note 114, at 940.} In its first four Terms, the Roberts Court employed substantive canons in 28.9\% of its statutory interpretation cases.\footnote{Anita S. Krishnakumar, \textit{Statutory Interpretation in the Roberts Court’s First Era: An Empirical and Doctrinal Analysis}, 62 Hastings L.J. 221, 236 tab. 1 (2010).} Given the important role that dignity plays in many areas of constitutional law, it deserves a place amongst the canons.

2. Three Counterarguments

While there are strong arguments in favor of creating a dignity canon, there are also reasons to be hesitant. This Subsection will tackle three of them, and explain why they should not worry judges who might wish to import dignity into statutory analysis.

a. The “Dignity is Ideological” Argument

First, one could argue that dignity is a vague and complex concept, one that is difficult to define and that often exists in the eye of the beholder. This is a common critique of dignity as a legally enforceable value.\footnote{See, e.g., ERIN DALY, DIGNITY RIGHTS: COURTS, CONSTITUTIONS, AND THE WORTH OF THE HUMAN PERSON 3 (2012).} According to these skeptics, dignity is such an elastic concept that judges will inevitably use it to reach whatever preconceived result they like.\footnote{Id.} To make it a constitutional value is problematic enough, these skeptics would argue, but to attempt to interpret the work of legislatures based on such a vague concept would be to subject those legislatures to the whims of judges. In other words, “if the Court fails to enforce structural constitutional norms because the Constitution provides little
guidance as to their content in specific cases, how does the Court expect to come up with [statutory interpretation] rules that are any more principled?"158

One response to this argument is that dignity does have a fairly well-defined application to particular areas of doctrine. Dignity underlies the “evolving standards of decency” test for Eighth Amendment claims, as well as the reasonableness requirement under the Fourth Amendment and the process for defining rights under the Due Process Clause. These tests can be, and have been, criticized on their own terms.159 But they do show that dignity can undergird workable, substantive standards. Moreover, as we have seen, it is possible to determine what dignity means and how to apply its content. There is no reason to believe that it would be more difficult to employ dignity in statutory as opposed to constitutional analysis.

Additionally, this would be far from the only constitutionally inspired canon. In fact, as shown above, “[a] good many of the substantive canons of statutory construction are directly inspired by the Constitution.”160 And many of these other canons deal with concepts as vague and complex as dignity—for instance, federalism,161 separation of powers,162 and the content of international law.163 The federalism canon, for instance, asks whether a certain reading of a statute “would upset the usual constitutional balance of federal and state powers.”164 The major questions rule asks whether Congress has “assign[ed] to an agency decisions of vast ‘economic and political significance.’”165 These standards are hardly more concrete than the intrinsic worth standard that would apply to the dignity canon. They may not be perfect, but they are workable.

It is also true that the substantive canons, like other canons, are susceptible to selective usage by those who hope to bolster their favored readings of particular statutes.166 To some extent, this is an inherent aspect of statutory interpretation as a whole, just as it is an aspect of other types of legal analysis. The possibility of bias based on preconceived
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philosophies is an inevitable side-effect of judging; there will always be cases in which “the law runs out” and in which judges must therefore make law.\textsuperscript{167} If not decided on statutory interpretation grounds, questions about the dignitary effects of laws may well be decided on constitutional grounds instead, and similar objections about unmoored decision-making would likewise abound. The real question is not whether using dignity would empower judges. Almost any statutory review does. The question is whether dignity is at least as capable of principled canonization as other substantive values that have already received this treatment.\textsuperscript{168}

As discussed above, there is a strong case to be made that it is. More importantly, the limitations discussed in Part I.A—especially the need to hew close to existing constitutional dignity doctrine—would rein judges in. In the United States and around the world, “courts interpreting the concept of dignity and applying it to concrete factual situations have developed a sense of the word that is coherent and substantive, and not merely a product of each judge’s idiosyncratic moral standards.”\textsuperscript{169} As we saw in Part I, the Supreme Court has held that the Constitution protects three forms of dignity: equality, adequacy, and autonomy. Only violations of these principles, as informed by existing constitutional jurisprudence, could trigger the dignity canon in statutory cases. Judges could not simply gallivant into areas into which the Constitution does not extend. Particularly at the lower court level, where Supreme Court precedent is binding, judges would be more than capable of using the dignity canon in a principled manner.

b. The “Too Much Constitutional Law” Argument

Second, some have argued that importing constitutional values into statutory interpretation allows judges “to make constitutional law on the cheap.”\textsuperscript{170} Resolution through substantive canons, critics argue, allows judges to treat decisions of enormous importance as “mere” statutory in-
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interpretation cases. The result is a counter-majoritarian system in which
courts can drastically change the law without the same salience that
would accompany constitutional decisions. Substantive canons also let
courts combine numerous specific constitutional texts into free-floating
constitutional “values,” which judges can then impose on legislatures in
a way that they might not be able to do through constitutional analysis. To a textualist, such attempts to “flatten out the complexity of constitutional law” would appear illegitimate.

These arguments, however, have to be weighed against the potential
damage to both the judiciary’s reputation and the legislative process of
instead nullifying entire statutes. The same salience that makes constituc-
tional decisions seem at least marginally more majoritarian also makes
them more controversial. The courts’ legitimacy—really the only
weapon in their arsenal when it comes to compelling public compliance
with their rulings—can be severely lessened when they invoke the Con-
stitution to strike down laws. Moreover, as discussed above, employ-
ing a dignity canon would still leave legislatures room to override court
decisions if legislators feel strongly enough about the issue. Only the
courts or a constitutional amendment, on the other hand, can overrule
constitutional decisions.

A dignity canon may thus “provide a gentler alternative to Marbury-
style judicial review.” It would allow courts to police the panoply of
constitutional rights that are based in dignitary concerns without striking
down entire statutes. This rationale is common to all of the constitution-
ally derived substantive canons. While statutory cases do not have the
same salience as constitutional ones, the price for such heightened sali-
ence is unreviewable constitutional invalidation of duly passed statutes.
A dignity canon, on the other hand, could avoid this problem while still
calling attention to dignitary harms. It “may even be democracy-enhanc-
ing by focusing the political process on the values enshrined in the Constitution.”
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c. The “Really, Another Canon?” Argument

Finally, one might ask, simply: do we really need yet another canon? After all, there are already over one hundred substantive canons in existence.179 And some of these canons already seem to encroach on what would be the dignity canon’s domain—in particular, the constitutional avoidance canon,180 the canons protecting suspect classes,181 and the canon that “remedial statutes should be liberally construed.”182 Is the creation of a new dignity canon really worth the hassle?

The answer, I would argue, is yes. The dignity canon would fill a space that is currently left unoccupied in statutory jurisprudence, protecting values that normally are only considered in constitutional cases. As discussed more in the next Section,183 the dignity canon would go further than the canon of constitutional avoidance. It would also provide greater expressive value and preference-eliciting effects: the rule would be geared toward a specific subject—dignity—as opposed to being a broad constitutional avoidance canon, and it would further a diffuse constitutional value that the avoidance rule’s focus on specific rights causes it to overlook. Unlike the suspect-class canons, a dignity canon would focus on harms to the dignity of any group. And, while the remedial statutes canon only allows for the expansion of laws providing positive rights, a dignity canon would also restrict the reach of laws that deny rights.

As for the sheer number of canons, this proliferation is due at least in part to the many canons that govern individual issue areas.184 It would be passing strange185 to deny dignity a place among the ranks because too many other topics are already represented there. Moreover, while the total number of canons is quite large, the number applicable in a given case is much smaller. The value of the dignity canon is much greater than the small additional muddle it might create in any particular case. On the other side of the ledger, meanwhile, creating a dignity canon would engender almost no transaction costs. Indeed, all a court would have to do is announce it. This is because the canons fall somewhere between mere rules of thumb and judicial common law.186 A court must obviously provide sufficient justification for developing a canon, but legal legitimacy is the only necessary criterion for canon formation.
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The major questions doctrine provides a prominent example of this. Sometimes conflated with the related “elephants in mouseholes” canon, the major questions doctrine did not really exist until the mid-1990s.\textsuperscript{187} Then, in \textit{MCI Telecommunications Corp. v. AT&T Co.},\textsuperscript{188} and \textit{FDA v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.},\textsuperscript{189} the Court suddenly thrust it upon the country. In \textit{MCI}, the Court had to determine whether a statute authorized the Federal Communications Commission to exempt certain telephone companies from having to file tariff rates.\textsuperscript{190} The Court determined, based solely on its own intuition, that “[i]t is highly unlikely that Congress would leave the determination of whether an industry will be entirely, or even substantially, rate-regulated to agency discretion.”\textsuperscript{191} Six years later, in \textit{Brown & Williamson}, the Court held that the FDA did not have the power to regulate tobacco, in part because it thought “Congress could not have intended to delegate a decision of such economic and political significance to an agency in so cryptic a fashion.”\textsuperscript{192} To support this new major questions canon, the Court cited only two sources: \textit{MCI}, and a law review article by Justice Breyer.\textsuperscript{193} The Court simply used its understanding of separation of powers to fashion a new rule of statutory interpretation.\textsuperscript{194} The dignity canon, grounded even more firmly in constitutional principles than the major questions rule is, can be created just as easily.

\textbf{B. Dignity as a Clear Statement Rule}

Having (hopefully) convinced you that human dignity is worthy of canonization, we must still ask: what form would this canon take? This Section will argue that the dignity canon should act as a clear statement rule, a requirement that a legislature speak clearly if it wishes to infringe on individuals’ dignity.

There are three different ways in which canons are structured. First, some canons operate as tiebreakers: if a statute remains ambiguous after the application of other canons, the courts will read the law in a particular way. The rule of lenity is one example of a tiebreaker canon;\textsuperscript{195} Chev-
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Second, many canons act as “presumptions,” assuming that the legislature intended to do something unless evidence from the text, legislative history, or the overall statutory scheme suggest otherwise.\footnote{Eskridge \& Frickey, \textit{supra} note 115, at 597.} Examples of presumptions include the whole act rule, which “assumes that identical words used in different parts of the same act are intended to have the same meaning”;\footnote{Util. Air Regulatory Grp. \textit{v. EPA}, 134 S. Ct. 2427, 2441 (2014) (internal quotation marks omitted).} \textit{ejusdem generis}, which “limits general terms which follow specific ones to matters similar to those specified”;\footnote{United States \textit{v. Powell}, 423 U.S. 87, 91 (1975) (quoting \textit{Gooch v. United States}, 297 U.S. 124, 128 (1936)).} and the presumption against extraterritoriality, which assumes that statutes do not apply abroad.\footnote{Morrison \textit{v. Nat’l Austl. Bank Ltd.}, 561 U.S. 247, 265 (2010).} These canons can all be defeated by contextual or other clues.

And third, some canons are clear statement rules, which “requir[e] statutory text to be unambiguous if it is to overcome canonical presumptions in particular areas of policy.”\footnote{Robert A. Katzmann, \textit{Judging Statutes} 53 (2014).} In \textit{Pennhurst State School \& Hospital \textit{v. Halderman}}, for instance, the Court said that “if Congress intends to impose a condition on the grant of federal moneys, it must do so unambiguously.”\footnote{Pennhurst \textit{State School \& Hospital \textit{v. Halderman}}, 451 U.S. 1, 17 (1981).} Legislative history or general purpose is not enough to overcome a clear statement rule; the text itself must be explicit. Clear statement rules are “government-structuring canons”—canons meant to enforce the values instilled by our constitutional system. It is in this category that the dignity canon belongs. The rest of this Section will explain why.

1. Dignity is Under-Enforced in Constitutional Law

There are a number of reasons to formulate the dignity canon as a clear statement rule. The first and most important is that dignity is inadequately enforced as a legal value. Legislatures are unlikely to consider the full consequences of individual bills for the dignity of those affected. Public choice theory shows why this is so. Legislators prefer to avoid what they consider to be unnecessary risks, and they organize their agen-
das and their vote patterns accordingly.\footnote{Karen M. Gebbia-Pinetti, \textit{Statutory Interpretation, Democratic Legitimacy and Legal-System Values}, 21 \textit{Seton Hall Legis. J.} 233, 310 n.211 (1997).} At its most cynical, public choice theory envisions legislation as a form of rent-seeking, in which interest groups use their political and economic clout to redistribute wealth and power their way.\footnote{Jonathan R. Macey, \textit{Promoting Public-Regarding Legislation Through Statutory Interpretation: An Interest Group Model}, 86 \textit{Columbia L. Rev.} 223, 230 (1986).} One need not hold such a dark view of our political system, however, to agree that certain groups have more influence than others, and that this can lead to unequal fights in the legislative process. Sometimes, public-regarding motives manage to defeat self-interested ones; but oftentimes interest groups can twist the process to their own purposes, or at least crowd out other, disadvantaged groups.\footnote{Id. at 228.}

The desire to protect dignity is one of the public-regarding motives that other interests often drown out. After all, the dignity-based harms that statutes create often fall on relatively powerless individuals: minorities, criminals, and the poor, among others.\footnote{Cf. Darren Lenard Hutchinson, \textit{Undignified: The Supreme Court, Racial Justice, and Dignity Claims}, 69 \textit{Fla. L. Rev.} 1, 3 & n.5 (2017) (noting that scholars have argued that “dignity-based claims can . . . produce good outcomes for plaintiffs who suffer from racial inequality” and have discussed a “dignity-based approach to individuals’ post-incarceration lives”) (quoting Michael Pinard, \textit{Collateral Consequences of Criminal Convictions: Confronting Issues of Race and Dignity}, 85 \textit{N.Y.U. L. Rev.} 457, 526 (2010)).} In such cases, “where a statute establishes ‘asymmetrical’ obligations and benefits (i.e., the beneficiaries of the law have either more or less political clout than the cost payers), there is a danger of legislative or administrative dysfunction.”\footnote{William N. Eskridge, Jr., \textit{Politics Without Romance: Implications of Public Choice Theory for Statutory Interpretation}, 74 \textit{Va. L. Rev.} 275, 279 (1988).} This danger is compounded by dignity’s unusual status. Dignity is a constitutional \emph{value} rather than a constitutional \emph{right}. It is not directly tied down to a particular constitutional provision or amendment, and sometimes is not directly enforceable by any specific provision.\footnote{See supra Part I.A.} It is relatively easy to tell that a law might attempt to authorize searches without probable cause, or that it might infringe on free speech rights. Costs to human dignity, however, do not float so close to the surface. This makes it even less likely that legislators will consider the effects of their laws on dignity unprompted; they may not even be aware that there is a constitutional norm to be protected in the first place.

Nor have the courts fully corrected this imbalance. Although it has made its way into many areas of constitutional law, there is no enforceable constitutional right to dignity.\footnote{Cf. Hasen, supra note 153, at 98 (arguing in favor of the democracy canon in part because “one cannot constitutionally enforce a ‘right to vote’”).} And, even on the issues in which
dignity plays a role, the Court has been less than full-throated in its defense of individual rights. The Fourth Amendment protects against intrusive searches on dignity and privacy grounds; yet the exceptions to the warrant requirement have threatened to swallow the general rule. The Cruel and Unusual Punishments Clause no longer prohibits the death penalty; a recent call to reexamine the constitutionality of the death penalty received only two votes and was derided as an abolitionist “Groundhog Day.” The Court has limited abortion rights, refused to recognize the right to die, and come up short in providing equal protection of voting rights. This is not to belittle the wide array of dignity-based case law discussed in Part I. It is merely to suggest that the Court has not enforced the constitutional dignity value to its fullest extent.

Clear statement rules provide a powerful alternative way to enforce otherwise under-enforced constitutional norms. Dignity, like other constitutional values—such as federalism, separation of powers, and due process—suffuses itself throughout many constitutional provisions. Because they often appear sub rosa, constitutional values do not create the same sorts of direct restrictions on legislative activity that the more concrete rights do. However, leaving these protections to the political process alone is dangerous, because there is no incentive to enact laws that benefit the diffuse and politically powerless groups these constitutional values are designed to defend.

The Court has said, therefore, that judges must provide extra protection at the level of statutory interpretation: a court “must be absolutely certain that [the legislature] intended” to impinge on constitutional values before reading a statute to do so. For this reason, under-enforced constitutional norms are usually formulated as clear statement rules.

---
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The federalism canon,223 the presumption against preemption,224 the major questions rule preventing delegation of important issues to agencies,225 the presumption against abrogation of sovereign immunity,226 the presumption against retroactivity,227 the presumption of consistency with international law,228 and the presumption against abrogation of treaties229 are just some of the many constitutionally derived clear statement rules. Dignity, as another under-enforced constitutional value, should receive similarly strong protection in statutory cases.

2. A Clear Statement Rule Would Have Preference-Eliciting Effects

The second reason to consider a dignity clear statement rule is that it would have positive feedback effects. We have already explored this in Part II.A, but it is as relevant to the form the dignity canon should take as it is to the question of the canon’s existence. Indeed, it is one of the Court’s central justifications for clear statement rules. As the Court has put it: “Implied limitation rules avoid applications of otherwise unambiguous statutes that would intrude on sensitive domains in a way that [the legislature] is unlikely to have intended had it considered the matter.”230 This statement hearkens back to the two-pronged vision of statutory interpretation outlined in the previous Section. A dignity clear statement rule would respect the idealized view of legislative drafting, which assumes that the legislature would not want to violate constitutional values. Yet it would still allow legislatures to go back and revisit statutes, instead of taking issues completely out of the legislative arena through judicial review.

A dignity clear statement rule would also be “preference-eliciting,”231 in that it could force legislatures to deliberate and choose statutory text with greater precision to avoid accidentally infringing on individual dignity.232 “[T]he requirement of clear statement assures that the legislature has in fact faced, and intended to bring into issue, the
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critical matters involved in the judicial decision.” A dignity clear statement rule would help ensure that legislatures pay close attention to potential dignitary harms and consciously decide that other factors outweigh dignity-based concerns. It helps that the statutes that would be most affected by a dignity canon deal with controversial issues like abortion, discrimination, and criminal justice; such laws would capture greater than average attention from legislators and would lead to highly salient court decisions. The dignity canon is thus particularly likely to have a preference-eliciting effect on legislatures. If one believes that greater respect for dignity is a good thing, then forcing legislatures to pay more attention to the effects of their laws on dignity would be a positive development. Formulating the dignity canon as a clear statement rule would allow courts to “open[] a dialogue with [the legislative branch], but one in which the factor of inertia is now on the side of individual liberty.”

3. A Dignity Clear Statement Rule Would Better Protect Individual Liberties

Finally, a dignity clear statement rule would be valuable because of the substantive nature of dignity itself. Dignity is, at bottom, a value based in individual liberty. By ensuring a degree of equality, autonomy, and adequacy of treatment, dignity acts directly to protect human freedom. Most clear statement rules, however, are not of this nature—even though most theorists mention individual rights-protecting norms as those most likely to be under-enforced. Indeed, the Court has tamped down its protection of individual rights in statutory interpretation over the past few decades. Instead, the Court has moved toward creating clear statement rules that are designed to protect structural norms. The federalism canon from Gregory and the major questions rule from Brown & Williamson are two prominent examples of these structural clear statement rules. As the Court has pointed out, these structural protections are ultimately meant to check government power in order to ensure more individual liberty. However, they do this through a rather indirect route, and often end up merely shifting the balance of power from federal
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to state government rather than from either government to the people. A dignity clear statement rule, on the other hand, would directly protect individual freedom.

A clear statement rule also would provide utility above that of the general constitutional avoidance canon. The constitutional avoidance canon holds that, "when deciding which of two plausible statutory constructions to adopt, . . . [i]f one of them would raise a multitude of constitutional problems, the other should prevail." As dignity is a constitutional protection, this canon would apply to at least some cases in which statutes impose harms to dignity. But constitutional avoidance is not a clear statement rule; "[i]t is a tool for choosing between competing plausible interpretations of a statutory text." It therefore can only operate if the language at issue has at least two plausible constructions. A dignity clear statement rule, however, would be more aggressive: unless there is clear language to rebut the presumption, courts must read the statute at issue so as to maintain human dignity. There is thus a zone of cases in which a dignity clear statement rule would provide more protection than would constitutional avoidance alone.

4. The Counterargument: Clear Statement Rules Are Undemocratic

Of course, there are also downsides to formulating the dignity canon as a clear statement rule. Perhaps the strongest argument against the idea looks something like this: clear statement rules reflect a hardheaded textualist viewpoint that canons of interpretation are meant to force legislatures to follow certain rules of drafting. By reading a statute to avoid harms to dignity when the language is less than clear, judges risk the very real danger of reading that statute differently from—or even in opposition to—how the legislature intended the law to operate. Clear statement rules are out of sync with purposive interpretation, critics claim, because they do not look beyond the text of a law to determine whether a particular reading would better comport with the enacting body’s understanding of that law. Even under textualist theory, clear statement rules are problematic because they move courts away from examining
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what the text does say and toward judge-based policy presumptions about what the text should say. Clear statement rules thus transform the judiciary from the legislature’s partner or agent into its master.

There are both textualist and purposivist responses to this counter-argument. From a textualist standpoint, what clear statement rules lose in terms of nuanced textual interpretation, they make up for with a clearer communication to legislatures of what is expected of them. Such rules can thereby create a feedback loop with the legislatures: by allowing them “to legislate against a background of clear interpretive rules,” clear statement requirements ensure that lawmakers “know the effect of the language [each statute] adopts.”\footnote{Finley, 490 U.S. at 556.} In this way, clear statement rules would eventually shape how legislatures write statutory text, while also enforcing important constitutional values.

Clear statement rules are also arguably more respectful of legislative supremacy than are mere presumptions, because they tell legislatures not only what the rule is but also how it will be applied (i.e., alone, before other canons, rather than as one among many presumptions).\footnote{See Gluck & Bressman, supra note 114, at 945.} As of now, most congressional drafters are unaware of the existence of clear statement rules, making it rather difficult to legislate in their shadow.\footnote{Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137, 177–78 (1803).} But, if the courts could open greater channels of communication with legislative drafters, this problem would be surmountable.

As for purposivism, the argument against clear statement rules is stronger for those not derived from constitutional values. But a dignity clear statement rule would be used to infuse constitutional principles into statutory interpretation. As higher law, the Constitution’s commands can override the legislature’s intent. This idea has formed the basis for constitutional analysis of statutes since Marbury v. Madison.\footnote{Aharon Barak, Purposive Interpretation in Law 340 (trans. Sari Bashi, 2005).} The power of the greater—in this case, to strike down an entire statute as unconstitutional—may fairly be said to include the lesser—to avoid sanctioning a burden on constitutional values by reading a less-than-unambiguous statute as conforming to those values. Far better to read a statute in this way, and then allow the legislature to override the decision if it feels strongly enough, than to decide a constitutional issue unnecessarily.

Another way to think about this is that purposivism requires judges to look beyond the subjective purpose the legislature gave a particular law. They “also should integrate [the law] into the legislative system as a whole by giving expression to the fundamental values of the system.”\footnote{Aharon Barak, Purposive Interpretation in Law 340 (trans. Sari Bashi, 2005).}
This giba with Dworkinian theory, as well. Judges should pay attention to constitutional values regardless of whether the legislature did in a particular case, but it is also fair to think that legislators prefer constitutionally sound to constitutionally unsound laws. Like the constitutional avoidance canon, then, a dignity clear statement rule reflects “the reasonable presumption that Congress did not intend [to draft a statute] which raises serious constitutional doubts.” By keeping the legislature’s statute intact, such a rule also helps avoid unnecessary friction between the branches.

Of course, to circumvent the dignity canon, legislatures would have to draft statutes that unambiguously abrogate human dignity. This could then invite constitutional challenges to those statutes. But, in cases where these laws are struck down, the clear statement rule’s only purpose would be to show that Congress cannot try to mandate vaguely what it cannot mandate directly. And, because clear statement rules tend to sweep further than would pure constitutional analysis, a law that could be subject to the dignity canon when ambiguous may not actually be subject to constitutional scrutiny if later rid of ambiguity. This is true of other clear statement rules, as well. For instance, in Gregory v. Ashcroft, the Court determined, as a matter of federalism in statutory interpretation, that the Age Discrimination in Employment Act did not apply to state judges. Yet, in EEOC v. Wyoming, the Court had ruled it constitutional to extend the ADEA to state government employers. Therefore, if Congress had responded to Gregory by applying the ADEA to state judges, there would not have been any more of a constitutional federalism problem than there would have been with the rest of the law.

There is one other, perhaps more cynical response to the argument against a dignity clear statement rule. The horse is out of the barn: clear statement rules are here to stay. Several other constitutional values have been transformed into clear statement rules. As we have seen, however, these canons tend to protect structural rather than individual rights. It might do more good than harm to add a clear statement rule that protects fundamental individual rights.

Putting together the foregoing Sections, we can formulate the dignity canon and its standards in the following way:
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A court will not read a statute to affect the rights of the people or of a particular group in a way that exhibits disrespect for their intrinsic worth as human beings, unless the statute contains clear language to that effect. By “exhibits disrespect for their intrinsic worth,” we mean statutory language that: (1) saddles certain groups with special burdens or provides them with lesser protections, or else provides unreasonably differential treatment to individuals; (2) fails to meet, in regard to any person, the minimum adequate level of treatment required by civilized society; or (3) unduly encroaches on areas of personal autonomy. These standards are to be determined in accordance with existing law.

With this canon now assembled, we can see how it would apply in concrete situations. The next Part takes up that task.

III. THE DIGNITY CANON IN PRACTICE

We have now seen how the dignity canon would work in theory: it would require a clear statement from the legislature before reading a statute to lessen individuals’ intrinsic worth. This Part will examine how the dignity canon would apply in the three areas of law discussed in Part I—civil rights, criminal procedure, and personal health. While these are not the only areas in which the dignity canon would operate, they are perhaps the most prominent and provide ready examples. By conducting a “re-do” of three important cases, this Part will show that the dignity canon would lead to results different from those to which the majority came.

A. Civil Rights: Romer v. Evans

Discrimination cases illustrate that the protection of human dignity requires a basic equality of treatment. The Court has enforced this through a concept of “equal dignity.” To deny people of a certain class a benefit available freely to others, or to impose a penalty on a class not imposed on others, is to express the government’s refusal to recognize the intrinsic worth of those affected. The dignity canon thus includes an element of equality in it: a statute could become subject to the dignity canon if it disrespects the dignity of a specific group.

The use of such a canon could have greatly changed the Court’s decision in Romer v. Evans. In that case, the Court confronted a Colorado constitutional amendment, passed by referendum, that stated:

---

Neither the State of Colorado, through any of its branches or departments, nor any of its agencies, political subdivisions, municipalities or school districts, shall enact, adopt or enforce any statute, regulation, ordinance or policy whereby homosexual, lesbian or bisexual orientation, conduct, practices or relationships shall constitute or otherwise be the basis of or entitle any person or class of persons to have or claim any minority status, quota preferences, protected status or claim of discrimination.\footnote{Id. at 624 (emphasis added).}

The amendment was designed to preempt several municipal ordinances that had banned discrimination based on sexual orientation.\footnote{Id. at 623–24.}

There are three ways to read this amendment. First, it could be read to prohibit only the enactment of special privileges for gay people that are not granted to the rest of the population. Second, it could be read to forbid gay people from taking advantage of more general anti-discrimination statutes that protect other traditionally marginalized groups. Or third, it could prohibit gay people from taking advantage of generally applicable laws—say, the ability to claim self-defense in a criminal case, or the right to register to vote. This third reading would almost certainly be unconstitutional under even rational basis review, as there is no rational reason to differentiate between homosexuals and others for these purposes. The battle, therefore, lay mainly between the first and second readings of the amendment.

The Colorado Supreme Court had given an interpretation of the law, which under federal precedent was entitled to deference; the Justices, however, disagreed as to what the Colorado court had actually said. Justice Scalia’s dissent in \textit{Romer} saw the decision below as adopting the “special privileges” reading.\footnote{Id. at 637–38 (Scalia, J., dissenting).} Justice Scalia, therefore, subjected the amendment only to rational basis review, and found the desire not to favor homosexual conduct to be legitimate under \textit{Bowers v. Hardwick}.\footnote{Id. at 640–43.} Justice Kennedy’s majority opinion, however, read the Colorado Supreme Court as having adopted the second, anti-antidiscrimination reading of the amendment.\footnote{Id. at 626–27 (majority opinion). The Court hinted that the amendment might even enact the third reading, but did not decide this because the Colorado Supreme Court had not done so. \textit{Id.} at 630.} The Court found that the amendment, so read, “declar[ed] that in general it shall be more difficult for one group of citizens than for all others to seek aid from the government,” and thereby
constituted “a denial of equal protection of the laws in the most literal sense.” This, combined with evidence that the amendment was motivated by animus toward gay people, meant that the law could not pass rational basis review.

The dignity canon could have changed the outcome in *Romer*. Given that the Court could not agree on how the Colorado Supreme Court interpreted the amendment, it could have looked to the text of the amendment itself. On the face of it, the amendment does not provide a ready answer as to whether it has a narrow or a broad scope. The phrase “claim of discrimination,” in particular, seems ambiguous. The other phrases are also unclear, and lean in opposing directions: the phrase “quota preferences” is suggestive of a special privileges view of the amendment, while “minority status” and “protected status” lean toward an interpretation that excludes sexual orientation from general antidiscrimination laws. Since the amendment does not contain a clear statement that it denies homosexuals the protections of general antidiscrimination laws, the dignity canon would kick in. The Court would read the statute in the way least likely to show disrespect for the equal dignity of homosexuals as compared to other groups. This would mean reading the amendment to only prohibit special privileges for homosexuals (for instance, affirmative action or quotas) not given to other groups. Rather than being struck down, as it was in *Romer*, the amendment would likely be upheld as constitutional under this reading.

**B. Criminal Procedure: Muscarello v. United States**

While discrimination cases reflect the equality aspect of human dignity, criminal procedure cases show that dignity requires a minimum adequacy of treatment. A dignity clear statement rule would prove a strong force for adequacy in the criminal justice system. One obvious issue to which it would apply is the death penalty, which is “uniquely degrading
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to human dignity.”270 A dignity canon would be of particular use in reading statutes that define capital crimes. Such statutes would be read narrowly, to allow as few actions to be subject to the death penalty as possible. But the dignity canon would also apply to criminal statutes across the board, essentially acting as a stronger version of the rule of lenity. To see how this would work, we will reexamine the case of Muscarello v. United States.271

In Muscarello, three defendants were prosecuted under a federal law that “imposes a 5–year mandatory prison term upon a person who ‘uses or carries a firearm’ ‘during and in relation to’ a ‘drug trafficking crime.’”272 The catch? None of the defendants actually had the guns on their persons during the trafficking crimes for which they were convicted. Instead, all three kept their guns in the glove compartments or trunks of their cars.273 The defendants argued that the word “carries” in the statute did not clearly apply to keeping a gun in a car, and that therefore the rule of lenity required the court to read the statute in their favor.274

During the Burger Court years, the rule of lenity was treated as a presumption, or even something close to a clear statement rule.275 However, the rule seesawed somewhat in its form, and, by the 1980s, the Court both used lenity less often276 and started to frame it as a mere tiebreaker.277 In Muscarello, the Court confirmed the stingier version of lenity. Instead of being a presumption, lenity applies “only if, after seizing everything from which aid can be derived, . . . we can make no more than a guess as to what Congress intended”—in other words, only if “there is a grievous ambiguity or uncertainty in the statute.”278 As the Muscarello Court framed it, “this Court has never held that the rule of
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lenity automatically permits a defendant to win.” The majority upheld the defendants’ convictions.

The dignity canon, by contrast, would require a clear textual statement before deciding that a statute authorizes criminal punishment—punishment that deprives individuals of their liberty and places upon them the lifetime mark of a conviction record. It would therefore prove at least as strong as the version of lenity used during the Burger Court years. Employing the dignity canon, the Court would have sided with the Muscarello dissent, which read the word “carries” to mean “not merely keeping arms on one’s premises or in one’s vehicle, but bearing them in such manner as to be ready for use as a weapon.”

To avoid such a reading, a legislature would have had to add explicit language to the statute that would cover the circumstance of keeping a gun in a vehicle during a drug trafficking crime. Such a statute might create a five-year prison sentence for anyone who, “during and in relation to any crime of violence or drug trafficking . . . uses, carries, or transports a firearm.” The addition of the word “transports” would be sufficiently clear to cover the defendants’ activity. Otherwise, however, the dignity canon would read the statute not to apply when criminals keep guns in their cars but not on their physical person.

At first blush, the idea of using a clear statement rule in criminal cases may seem frightening. If employed indiscriminately, one might think, a dignity clear statement rule could essentially eliminate any crime or punishment that is not clearly expressed. But this concern is unwarranted. Prior to the 1980s, the Court treated the rule of lenity as a clear statement rule. It required legislatures to “plainly and unmistakably” make particular conduct a crime, using “language that is clear and definite.” Thus, a dignity clear statement rule would operate the same way the rule of lenity did for decades. Rather than a new, uncontrollable monster, the dignity canon would be a familiar, manageable beast.

Moreover, even clear statement rules are rebuttable. The Court’s description of the old rule of lenity would apply alike to the dignity canon: “Although penal laws are to be construed strictly, they ‘ought not to be construed so strictly as to defeat the obvious intention of the legislature.’” If the text and structure of a law clearly show that the legislature criminalized the sort of conduct in question, this would overcome
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the canon. This standard is more forgiving than that of what Bill Eskridge and Philip Frickey have termed “super-strong clear statement rules,” which “can be rebutted only through unambiguous statutory text targeted at the specific problem.”285 Particularly in the realm of criminal law, where statutes must use broader language to encompass the untold potential varieties of criminal conduct, the dignity clear statement rule would not require this degree of targeting. “[W]hen words have a clear definition, . . . canons cannot properly defeat [a legislature’s] decision to draft broad legislation.”286 The dignity clear statement rule would thread the required needle, providing greater protection than today’s rule of leniency without placing every criminal statute in danger.

C. Personal Health: Harris v. McRae

In addition to ensuring minimum adequacy and equality of treatment, the dignity canon would help create and defend substantive rights that are tied to personal autonomy. Health rights provide one example of this latter function. Statutes that are asserted to deny access to life-saving (or, in some cases, suicide-assisting) drugs would be read narrowly absent clear statements to the contrary.287 Conversely, laws providing positive rights to health care, such as the Medicare Act or the Affordable Care Act, would be read broadly to allow for greater coverage.288 The dignity canon would also limit otherwise ambiguous statutory barriers for women seeking abortions. A re-do of Harris v. McRae289 illustrates how the dignity canon would operate in this sphere.

In Harris, the Court considered a challenge to the Hyde Amendment, which prohibits federal funding for abortion services.290 As part of the challenge, the Court had to determine whether the Medicaid Act requires states participating in Medicaid to provide abortion services despite the lack of federal funding.291 The Act says that “State plan[s] for medical assistance must” make certain forms of medical assistance available to those who meet statutory criteria of need.292 The plaintiffs argued that the Hyde Amend-
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ment withdrew federal funding for, but not the states’ obligation to provide, medically necessary abortion services.\textsuperscript{293}

The Court, employing mainly structural arguments, read the statute to relieve states of their obligation to provide services for which the federal government revoked funding.\textsuperscript{294} The Court noted that Medicaid was a product of cooperative federalism, requiring payments from both the federal and state governments.\textsuperscript{295} Additionally, “[n]othing . . . suggest[ed] that Congress intended to require a participating State to assume the full costs of providing any health services in its Medicaid plan.”\textsuperscript{296} The Court thus presumed that states would not have to provide unfunded services, unless it could discern a legislative intent otherwise.\textsuperscript{297} Because the Hyde Amendment did not contain such an indication, the Court concluded that states did not have to provide abortion services under Medicaid.\textsuperscript{298}

The dignity canon would flip this presumption on its head. On the face of the statute, not only are states not exempted from providing federally unfunded services, they “must” provide medically necessary treatment that falls within the statutory categories.\textsuperscript{299} The Hyde Amendment, meanwhile, removes federal funding for abortion services, but says nothing about whether states must provide abortion services.\textsuperscript{300} Thus, neither law explicitly relieved the states of the obligation to provide a set of healthcare services that is otherwise required under Medicaid. In this situation, the dignity clear statement rule would outweigh the general structural arguments the Court used to read the Medicaid statute the opposite way.

Nowadays, the Court has another weapon it could use to oppose the dignity canon: the federalism clear statement rule. As mentioned in the previous Part, the Court perfected this rule in \textit{Gregory v. Ashcroft}, requiring a clear textual statement to alter the traditional federal-state balance.\textsuperscript{301} The Medicaid statute requires states to provide medical care that they otherwise would not; this is exactly the sort of alteration to the federalist system to which the \textit{Gregory} rule was meant to apply. Theoretically, this could lead to the sort of canon clash that often occurs in
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statutory interpretation cases. But in this case, the statute provides a very clear statement that states “must” pay for family planning services—perhaps clear enough to satisfy Gregory—with no corresponding clear statement in the Hyde Amendment to counter the dignity canon.

To be sure, Congress may not have thought that it was issuing an unfunded mandate to provide abortions. And a ruling reading the statute as creating such a mandate would have significant political consequences. Such an interpretation, however, would create a powerful incentive for Congress either to refrain from Hyde Amendment-like additions to Medicaid or to more explicitly exempt any unfunded services from the statute. The former would directly increase people’s positive rights, while the latter would make more salient Congress’s decision to deny those rights to Medicaid patients.

D. Putting It Together: Lessons from the Case Studies

The previous three Sections outlined concrete examples of how a dignity clear statement rule would operate in real cases. Analyzing these case studies as a group, we can also glean two important lessons about the dignity canon. The first lesson is that, while the dignity canon has great power to decide individual cases, this power is neither undirected nor unlimited. Rather, the results in the case studies are tethered to dignity’s place in constitutional law. Recall that the dignity canon, like the constitutional value of dignity, has three components: equality, advocacy, and autonomy. This creates specific limitations on the sorts of statutory language against which the canon can act. It can read statutes to prevent three forms of indignity: (1) placing special burdens on or giving lesser protections to a particular group—or, equivalently, using significantly different standards for different individuals (equality); (2) treating people in a manner that does not comport with the minimum standards of a civilized society (adequacy); or (3) unduly intruding on personal decision-making in spheres considered to be core to individual liberty (autonomy). Courts have no freestanding authority to go beyond these three forms of indignity, or to read statutes to forbid what the Court has already explicitly held that the Constitution allows.

In the Muscarello case study, for instance, there is a clear constitutional interest at stake. The blow that criminal convictions inflict on individuals’ dignity requires statutes to provide proper notice before criminalizing conduct; to put someone in prison for actions that were not clearly illegal is to deny that person the minimum level of due process
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required by our legal system.\textsuperscript{304} Similarly, in \textit{Romer}, reading the Colorado amendment to exclude gay people from general anti-discrimination laws would both place a special burden on gay people—unlike other groups, they would have to pass another constitutional amendment to give them access to anti-discrimination laws—and give gay people lesser protection than other groups. The case study of \textit{Harris} also comports with these limitations on the dignity canon, though the analysis is slightly more complicated. Since the 1970s, the Court has treated abortion as central to women’s autonomy;\textsuperscript{305} reading the Medicaid statute to require provision of medically necessary abortions helps protect the dignity of economically disadvantaged women. The Court found it constitutional for Congress to cut off federal abortion funding through the Hyde Amendment;\textsuperscript{306} so using the dignity canon to require \textit{funding} of abortions would raise questions about how far beyond the Constitution itself the canon could reach. In \textit{Harris}, however, the dignity canon would only require access to, not federal funding of, abortions.

The case studies show that the dignity canon is limited in another way. Like other canons, including the other clear statement rules, the dignity canon cannot strike laws down. This means that legislatures can ultimately override courts’ interpretations; they would simply have to clarify the statutory language to cover what the dignity canon caused the courts to assume it did not. This does not necessarily mean that the statutory ambiguities the dignity canon clarifies would be held unconstitutional if clearly expressed. It may well be constitutional for a statute to punish the transportation of a gun during a drug deal, but the dignity canon could still read the ambiguous statute in \textit{Muscarello} not to cover this crime. There is no constitutional requirement for states to provide abortion services,\textsuperscript{307} but in \textit{Harris} the dignity canon could still read the Hyde Amendment not to cut off the requirements of the Medicaid statute. Even in a case like \textit{Romer}, in which the statutory language at issue would be unconstitutional if clearly expressed,\textsuperscript{308} the use of the dignity clear statement rule shows sufficient respect for the legislative branch. In such cases, the canon’s only effect is to tell legislatures that they cannot do through unclear language what they would not be able to do directly. Ultimately, it may be better to force legislatures to clarify statutes and then face the constitutional issue directly, if there is one, than to allow...
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The second lesson from these case studies is that the dignity canon confounds any expectations we might have about its ideological valence. The concept of dignity, so common in progressive international human rights discourse,\(^{309}\) could easily be seen as a way to smuggle liberal results into judicial opinions.\(^{310}\) Yet we can see from the case studies that this is not necessarily so. The *Harris* result would certainly hearten progressives, but the other two case studies do not line up with political liberalism. In *Romer*, employing the dignity canon would read the Colorado amendment in a more humane manner: it would only prohibit affirmative action or other special privileges for gay people, rather than preventing them from accessing general anti-discrimination laws.\(^{311}\) It should not be forgotten that this was *exactly* the reading that Justice Scalia’s dissent (joined by Chief Justice Rehnquist and Justice Thomas) supported.\(^{312}\) The conservative wing of the Court, nearly two decades later, affirmed that statutes prohibiting such special treatment are constitutional even as applied to race.\(^{313}\) The *Romer* majority took the stereotypically “liberal” position; the dignity canon, by contrast, would lead to a relatively “conservative” interpretation of the amendment. Using the dignity canon in *Romer* would also have been conservative in a different sense: in this case, at least, it would have promoted judicial minimalism.\(^{314}\) Rather than striking down the amendment by announcing a broad new constitutional rule, as the *Romer* majority did,\(^{315}\) a dignity-canon-based *Romer* opinion would have upheld the amendment on statutory grounds.

The result of the *Muscarello* case study is more complex, but can also be seen as conservative. At first glance, reversing the Court’s decision in *Muscarello* seems only like a victory for criminal defendants—a stereotypically liberal outcome. And, indeed, it is a pro-criminal-defense ruling. (This is true of any case employing the rule of lenity, and would be so of any dignity canon case in the criminal realm.) But one could just as easily think of *Muscarello* as a gun rights case, and of the dignity-
canon-based result as a victory for gun rights. The federal statute at issue created a new crime, with a five-year mandatory minimum, whenever one “‘uses or carries a firearm’ ‘during and in relation to’ a ‘drug trafficking crime.’”316 The Court’s decision condemned Frank Muscarello to jail simply because he had transported a handgun, locked in the glove compartment of his car, while driving to sell marijuana.317 But in District of Columbia v. Heller, the Court held that the Second Amendment “guarantee[s] the individual right to possess and carry weapons in case of confrontation.”318 Some of the more conservative Justices have shown concern about criminalizing the mere possession of firearms, even when the possessors commit other crimes.319 By reading the drug trafficking statute to prohibit only the carrying of firearms on one’s person, the dignity canon would vindicate Muscarello’s Due Process rights and his Second Amendment rights. As the case studies show, the dignity canon provides workable standards based on settled constitutional values, and it is devoted to protecting individual liberty rather than assuring either liberal or conservative outcomes.

IV. THE LIMITS OF THE DIGNITY CANON

A dignity clear statement rule could have significant effects across a variety of substantive areas of law. Three major Supreme Court cases—and likely a good many more—would have come out quite differently. However, there are limitations to the canon’s effectiveness. In particular, it is possible for a single case to pit two dignity interests against one another, a situation exacerbated by the occasional contests over dignity’s constitutional scope. However, there are two solutions to this problem. First, despite the vigorous debates over dignity-based constitutional issues, the Court generally does resolve these disputes. When a Court majority chooses one entity’s dignity over another, or strikes a certain balance between them, the matter is also decided for purposes of statutory interpretation. Second, if this method cannot dictate how to use the dignity canon in a particular case—if a court encounters two irreconcilably conflicted dignity interests—then the canon simply will not apply.

Like other constitutionally derived canons, the dignity canon is dependent at least in part on judges’ views about the scope of the constitutional value involved. Judges often disagree about which rights, or whose
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rights, are covered by the Constitution’s protection of dignity. Some view abortion through the lens of the potential mother’s dignity, while others elevate the dignity of the unborn fetus. Some see striking down gay marriage bans as affirming the dignity of the couples, while others see it as an affront to the dignity of those who voted for the bans. A dignity canon could import these ideological fights over dignity, along with the concept of dignity itself, from constitutional law into statutory interpretation. It is also possible to find dignity interests on both sides of the same case—a less-than-ideal situation for judges attempting to use the dignity canon. We encountered this issue in Part II.B: it was one of the arguments counseling against creating a dignity canon in the first place.

To illustrate this problem in greater detail, let us consider the issue of affirmative action. Some Justices view the use of race in public school admissions as both illegal and offensive. In their view, “it demeans the dignity and worth of a person to be judged by ancestry instead of by his or her own merit and essential qualities.” These jurists operate on a color-blind vision of the Constitution, which requires that government treat people similarly regardless of race. In this worldview, affirmative action causes government to see people simply as members of a group, rather than as individuals. This can be summed up in Chief Justice Roberts’ statement: “The way to stop discrimination on the basis of race is to stop discriminating on the basis of race.”

Other Justices, by contrast, believe the Constitution allows affirmative action under multiple theories. First, affirmative action helps “remedy past discrimination.” Under this model, it is not color-blindness that respects the individual dignity of minority applicants; rather, colorblindness denies the unique history minorities have faced in this country solely because of their status as members of a particular racial or ethnic group. It is only by taking that history into account that we can get a full picture of each applicant as an individual. Rather than rejecting a student because of lower test scores, for instance, a college might recognize that
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a student grew up as an African-American student in a school district or in a city in which adults did not treat African-American students as capable of attending (or likely to attend) college because of a legacy of discrimination. Delving more deeply beyond what, at first glance, appears to be merely an unimpressive SAT score would do greater service to the individual behind the numbers. Affirmative action, then, might better serve human dignity than would color-blindness.

Alternatively, one can view affirmative action as a means of pursuing schools’ “compelling interest in attaining a diverse student body.”329 In particular, positive dignity effects arise out of attempts to produce intra-group diversity. Only by reaching a “critical mass” of minority students or workers can a school or employer provide enough unique examples of minority peers for the majority to see that those peers are not so different from them, and that there are in fact greater differences between individuals of a particular minority group than there are between those individuals and the overall majority group.330 This realization “diminish[es] the force of [ ] stereotypes,” something that schools and employers “cannot accomplish with only token numbers of minority students” or workers.331 Affirmative action thereby fuels the treatment of minority peers as individuals, rather than as members of a strange and exogenous group—which shows greater respect for dignity than would color-blindness.

The Justices in the middle, including Justice O’Connor and Justice Kennedy, have straddled the dignitary divide. They agree that remedying past discrimination and increasing diversity are both compelling state interests that can justify the use of race.332 However, they oppose anything that looks like racial quotas or “crude system[s] of individual racial classifications.”333 The government must therefore be cautious when employing racial categories. This position is likewise defended on dignity grounds. As Justice Kennedy puts it: “To be forced to live under a state-mandated racial label is inconsistent with the dignity of individuals in our society.”334 This middle position, mostly by virtue of belonging to the swing Justices, has essentially become the law of the land.335

These different conceptions of constitutional dignity could well be imported into statutory interpretation. In this and other areas, the canon
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would point in opposite directions depending on the prevailing ideology. For instance, some judges would read ambiguous statutes as prohibiting affirmative action, in order to preserve minority students’ or employees’ dignity. Other judges would read those same statutes to allow affirmative action, based on the same premise. If one finds these battles problematic in constitutional law, the prospect of seeing them expand to statutory interpretation might be distressing.

However, as the discussion in Part I.B shows, dignity has a settled place in constitutional jurisprudence. Despite strong resistance, the Court has extended its use of dignity to protect homosexual relationships,\footnote{Compare, e.g., Obergefell v. Hodges, 135 S. Ct. 2584, 2608 (2015) (“They ask for equal dignity in the eyes of the law. The Constitution grants them that right.”), with id. at 2612 (Roberts, C.J., dissenting) (“The majority’s decision is an act of will, not legal judgment. The right it announces has no basis in the Constitution or this Court’s precedent.”), and id. at 2631 (Thomas, J., dissenting) (“[T]he Court’s decision] rejects the idea—captured in our Declaration of Independence—that human dignity is innate and suggests instead that it comes from the Government.”).} allow early-stage abortions,\footnote{Compare, e.g., Planned Parenthood of Se. Pa. v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 851 (1992) (“These matters, involving the most intimate and personal choices a person may make in a lifetime, choices central to personal dignity and autonomy, are central to the liberty protected by the Fourteenth Amendment.”), and id. at 870 (“We conclude the line should be drawn at viability, so that before that time the woman has a right to choose to terminate her pregnancy.”), with id. at 983 (Scalia, J., dissenting) (“[T]he best the Court can do to explain how it is that the word ‘liberty’ must be thought to include the right to destroy human fetuses is to rattle off a collection of adjectives that simply decorate a value judgment and conceal a political choice.”).} and outlaw the death penalty in a number of situations.\footnote{Compare, e.g., Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551, 560 (2005) (“By protecting even those convicted of heinous crimes, the Eighth Amendment reaffirms the duty of the government to respect the dignity of all persons.”), and id. at 578 (“The Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments forbid imposition of the death penalty on offenders who were under the age of 18 when their crimes were committed.”), with id. at 608 (Scalia, J., dissenting) (“Because I do not believe that the meaning of our Eighth Amendment, any more than the meaning of other provisions of our Constitution, should be determined by the subjective views of five Members of this Court and like-minded foreigners, I dissent.”).} In these cases we find an enduring, if at times narrow, majority in favor of one view of dignity over another. The dignity of gay marriage defeats the dignity of the legislatures that banned it and the individuals who opposed it; the dignity of a mother deciding how to control her body defeats the dignity of a pre-viability fetus; the dignity of death row inmates defeats the dignity of the polities that decided their conduct made them deserving of death. Even in more complex areas, such as affirmative action, the swing Justices have carved out consensus positions balancing the dignity values at issue, and lower courts must follow these intermediate views.\footnote{See, e.g., Fisher v. Univ. of Tex. at Austin, 758 F.3d 633, 642–44 (5th Cir. 2014), aff’d, 136 S. Ct. 2198 (2016).}
Similarly, a court in a statutory interpretation case must adhere to the dignity interest, or balance of interests, privileged by the Supreme Court’s constitutional precedent. The problems posed by the dignity canon are far from unique in statutory interpretation. Canon “duels,” in which the majority and dissent use the same canon to come to opposite conclusions, are common at the Supreme Court level. The early Roberts Court dueled over substantive canons in 6.8% of non-unanimous cases, and it dueled over text and plain meaning—a category that appears to include clear statement rules—in a whopping 42.7% of such cases.340 Yet, in each of these instances, the Court ultimately decided the issue. The majority’s reading of a canon won the day. Because the dignity canon is firmly rooted in constitutional norms, the Court’s constitutional cases provide a firmer rule of decision than one can hope for with most other canons. Thus, even if competing dignity interests present themselves, the dignity canon will favor one over the other. If one respects the basic legitimacy of the Supreme Court majority decisions—even sometimes-shifting, five-to-four decisions—then one can easily resolve these rare statutory fights.

Of course, appeals to precedent will not always solve the problem. Sometimes a statutory case will wade into an area that the Court has not specifically addressed, with valid dignity interests on both sides. And, in a very small percentage of cases, one will find that the Court has addressed the issue, but has struck a balance between dignity interests that could be difficult for the dignity canon to sort out. Late-term abortions provide a ready example of this sort of case. In Gonzales v. Carhart, the Court rejected a facial challenge to the Partial-Birth Abortion Act.341 In the process, it balanced the dignity interest inherent in the abortion right, as described in Planned Parenthood v. Casey, against “the dignity of human life” represented by the fetuses that were killed during the procedure the statute banned.342 This is a complicated standard that must take into consideration whether a particular method is necessary to protect the woman’s health, and whether there are alternative procedures available.343

While it may be possible to use a dignity clear statement rule in areas like this, the competing dignity interests are strong and relatively equally matched. In these situations, the dignity canon would simply “run out.” Like an algebraic equation in which one discovers that the same variable appears on both sides, one dignity interest would cancel out the other. When this occurs, courts would have to use other canons to
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interpret the statute; the dignity canon could not apply. This situation, however, would be quite rare. In the vast majority of cases, the dignity canon would operate as normal.

CONCLUSION

This Article has laid out the case for a dignity canon of statutory interpretation. It has shown that the protection of human dignity suffuses constitutional law, and that this strong constitutional value can be imported into statutory cases as a clear statement rule. By requiring legislatures to draft laws in the shadow of dignitary interests, the canon could play a major role in legislative activity. As the examples in Part III show, it would certainly play a major role in litigation, with the power to change outcomes in major cases. After the structural revolution of the Rehnquist and Roberts Courts, the focus on the individual that drove so many statutory cases in the Warren and Burger Court years has diminished. It is my hope that judges, clerks, and members of the legal academy will consider this Article’s modest proposal, and bring a long-needed focus on individual rights and freedoms back to the interpretation of statutes.